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CCTV Solutions

Remember “Safety is a full-time job
don’t make it a part time practice”
w w w . m e z o r y . c o m
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GOLDEN GATE
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“ The growth and development of people is
the highest calling of leadership. “
Harvey S. Firestone
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“The magazine is constantly seeking to publish
the latest security and electronic solutions and
to keep up with the scientific and research evolution. At the same time, it looks into means for
security and technological systems development. It embraces both local and international
levels of research and scientific production
channels. This comes as a result of interrelated
mechanisms, starting from the activation of
scientific renewal among scientists, passing
through the upgrade of devices meeting evolution and all the way to complete renovation of
the security system.
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The benefits it provides to the community of technological security

as well as experience exchange.

are of outmost significance.
Participation in large-scale scientific events, international exhibiThe magazine has indeed launched its cutting-edge administrative

tions of modern security technologies and specialized services giv-

and technological developments aimed at becoming a cultural and

en by our Company as a corner stone for organized work – all this

scientific platform. It will provide developers with new ways to con-

has encouraged security authorities to cooperate with us and trust

duct a comprehensive research in security sciences.

us, the achievement we are proud of today in the Middle East. “

Security systems today are considered to be the basis of security
and informatics culture for different companies in the developed
countries. Perhaps, what distinguishes the Company at this date

CEO & Founder
Sameer Nizar Al-Said Hussain

is a large number of systems it can create and submit to feasibility
study; it may also divulge some systems that were already implemented in order to benefit from internal accumulated experience
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Customer
Queuing

System

An Advanced Alternative for Queues

8

>
In the light of fast and permanent expansion of business and trade sectors, the
interest in quality and efficiency of services provided by enterprises became essential
to retain existing clients without neglecting potential customers. Nevertheless,
all conventional mechanisms adopted in those enterprises to run their operations
whether internal or communicating directly with customers have always experienced
deficiencies; they were even considered as a weak link in the chain of administrative
procedures implemented in those enterprises. As a result, a new technology has
emerged to overcome most of these problems facing the proper functioning of
enterprises: a customer flow management system adopted today by many prestigious
international and Arabic enterprises…
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Most important features of this system are
-

identifying processed transactions in department through screen placed at the enterprise entry

-

offering opportunity to book an appointment and print its number

-

forwarding requests directly to the office in charge through introductory and broadcasting screens

-

monitoring speed and quality of work in offices through determining number of offered services

-

avoiding favoritism and unorganized work

9
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Hotel
Door Lock Systems
>

When solutions are a quality criteria
Solutions provided by the Company for hotels
are the most integrated solutions when it comes
to software and devices used at work, considering that it provides all hotels’ requirements in
terms of security and practical aspects.
- Solutions for room electronic doors
This system enables a resident to open room
doors during the tenancy period only.
- Card Printers
These printers are used to print residents’
cards and employees’ identification cards.
10

- Special Sticker Printers
Special Sticker Printers are used to print
on wrist tapes allowing its holders to enter certain entertainment areas as well
as on pricing and expiration date labels
used in restaurants and stores.
- Electronic billboards
The Company offers several types of
flat and steel-framed internal advertising billboards.

The most integrated
solutions to improve
quality and work
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Solutions for First
Class and Private
Hotels

>

POS Payment Appliances
To provide issuance of purchase and
sale receipts at reception desks, hotel
shops and restaurants
-Theft Detection Devices
To protect goods in hotel shops
-Private Parking Gates
To control parking lot entrances and
11
provide special parking spaces for
customers
-Surveillance Cameras
To monitor minutely all hotel’s areas: the
Company provides numerous features for this
system, along with control rooms and security
monitoring of the hotel
-Employee Attendance Equipment
To verify employees’ compliance with working
hours and to extract employees’ check in and
check out tables
-ID Card Printer
For employees working the hotel’s business centers

Quality
Habit.

is not an act

it is a
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Retail Stores
Equipment

Featured solutions for
stores and shopping
centers used by the
Company to achieve
integrated work in less
time
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OS Device, This device is available
with several specifications calculated
according to several factors; daily work
and working hours are among the most
important factors.
arcode Reader, Significance of the
barcode reader lies in the easiness by
which data is entered. This reader is one
of the most important complementary
devices to the POS system; it is available
both wired and wireless.

eceipt Printer, This printer is available
in international standard size 80mm
wide. It can be also purchased on request
with a network port or Com1 port instead
of USB port.
nti-Theft Devices These devices are
characterized by ability to remotely
sense radio chips. This fact facilitates
theft discovery process given that all
products supplied with radio chips emit
recognizable signals.
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The ideal solution: choose with
confidence
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arcode StickerPrinter A lot of
material, local production in
particular, may not contain a special
barcode, that complicates sale of
products at the POS. This is why the
Company provides printers to print
appropriate stickers for all products.
econdary Screen at POS Quite
often, a customer asks the POS
employees about total and individual
prices of products he purchased;
answers to his questions are provided
on the secondary screen.

urveillance Cameras Cameras play
a big role in monitoring internal
traffic and protecting products from
being stolen. It is, therefore, undoubted
that shopping centers cannot manage
without surveillance cameras.

ttendance Equipment These
devices are used to record
employees’ check in and check out
giving detailed reports about their
attendance and compliance with
disciplinary rules.

M

obile Readers Mobile devices can
provide freedom of movement in
shopping-related work such as receipt
and delivery of material and inventory
operations. This is due to the small
size of these devices and their ability
to work as an integrated computer
system.

C

ard Printers, This device is used to
print plastic cards for customers
like loyalty cards, staff cards, or price
and identification cards of products
displayed on shelves.
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Feature News Items

MAJOR PROJECTS ACHIEVED
Major projects achieved by our staff:
Surveillance system of the
Transport Regulation and
Airport Security Authority
in Abu Dhabi – United Arab
Emirates Recent completion
of the buildings annexed
to the Abu Dhabi Airport
housing the Transport
Regulation and Airport
Security Authority. Highresolution surveillance
cameras and surveillance
cables were installed for long
distances.
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resolution surveillance
system that monitors
whole shipping warehouses
and main building area
estimated at more than forty
thousand feet. More than
ten entrances were turned
into electronic entrances
controlled through specific
software based on a wireless
system. Cameras were
supplied by Mezory.

Surveillance cameras were
supplied by Mezory the
American Company.
Integrated security system
of Fuji – Dubai Branch the
Japanese Company.
The Company’s
headquarters in Dubai
was equipped with a high-

The airport system and the issuance system of vehicles registration
cards and driving licenses in the Republic of Ethiopia

>

The Ethiopian Government is one of the most
important customers of the Company since

2009.
In 2013, the Company launched a new security
system in the Ethiopian airports in collaboration
with the Airport Security and the Ethiopian Airlines,
considered the best airline in Africa.
Moreover, the Company installed the entire
registration system of vehicles and driving licenses in
the country.
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The central system consisted of computer sets,
specialized software, card printers and metal printers.
A traffic violation system and online verification
system of violations were also implemented.
HP, Microsoft and Oracle products were used in the
installation of computer and programming systems,
while the printers were supplied by Zebra.
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Card Printing System in the
Ministry of Higher Education
and Scientific Research in Iraq
In collaboration with business
partners inside the Republic
of Iraq, the Group installed
an integrated system for the
issuance of student cards and
personnel cards for all the
Ministry’s employees located in
all governorates with a capacity
reaching more than five million
cards per year.
Entrance Control Devices in the
Ministry of Education
Basra – Republic of Iraq The Group
provided the Ministry of Education

>

Surveillance
System in Burj
> Khalifa, Dubai

Having
earned
the
satisfaction and trust of a
strong customer base is no
simple task, but providing
services to the world’s tallest
tower is considered a great
accomplishment that can only
be realized owing to several
reasons. The most important
reason is the customer’s trust in
the products and the provided
service. Hence, the Group is
proud of having provided the
Khalifa Tower in the Emirate
of Dubai with surveillance
cameras. The work in the Tower
was perfectly achieved reaching
all required expectations, a
source of pride for us today.

in Basra with special entrances to
of the Ministry’s visitors by using

The used equipment was
produced by the American
Company Mezory.

fingerprint identification, private

Company Mezory.

control the incoming and outgoing

radio-frequency cards, as well
as secret passwords. The flow of
clients through the gates can be
monitored through the American
cameras Mezory installed inside
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the building to ensure a smooth
flow of quality work.

the tracking of material inside the

and personnel.

site given that all assets on site
Restaurant System in Grand

were provided with identification

The equipment was supplied by the

Muscat Hyatt Hotel – Sultanate

stickers and special cards. With this

American Company Zebra.

of Oman The 5-star Hyatt Hotel

system, enquiring about each and

in Oman is the best in matters of

every asset becomes all the more

offered luxury and services.

possible. A manual reader was used

The Group provided this hotel

on field to perform quick inventory

with a modern restaurant system,

operations and verify the kit and

starting from the point of sales

stored materials. All required

to card-issuing machines, which

equipment was supplied by the two

enables their customers to

American companies, Motorola

accumulate reward points. The

and Zebra

machines used for printing cards
were supplied by the American

Insurance Card Printing System for

Company Zebra, whereas the POS

the German Company Porsche in

were equipped by DGlogek.

the Middle East
The German company Porsche

Material Control System in Al-

is considered one of the fastest-

Ahdab Oil Field in Al-Kut – Iraq The

growing German companies in

Group provided Al-Ahdab Oil Field

the Middle East markets. This

and China National Petroleum

company benefited recently from

Corporation (CNPC) in charge

the services of the Group, which

of managing the oil field with all

provided it with an insurance

required equipment to complete

printing card system for vehicles

Smart Cards
Verification
System –
Kurdistan Regional
Government – Iraq

>
The Company provided the
Kurdistan Regional Government
in Iraq with a smart cards system,
which required equipment
consisted of smart cards, printers,
mobile readers and accompanying
software. The most significant
achievement in this project was
handling the Kurdish language
letters and succeeded in adapting
the devices smoothly to more
than one language at once.
Devices in this project were
supplied by the American
Company Motorola.
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Laser-Engraved Polycarbonate
Card The Ideal ID Document
>

Synopsis

In 1989, Finland saw the arrival of the world’s first polycarbonate identity
document: the Finnish Driver License.
Since then, polycarbonate has established itself as the most suitable
material for electronic identity documents, thanks to its exceptional
optical and physical properties. What sets polycarbonate apart from other
materials is the fact that it is nondelaminable. When used in pure form
and not mixed with other plastics, the different layers of polycarbonate
that make up the identity document fuse together to form a single, solid
card body. All security features, including irreversible laserengraved
personalization information, are safely located within and protected by the
100% polycarbonate card body.
In addition to traditional security features, such as security printing,
screen-printing with optically variable inks (OVIs), holograms and
diffractive optically variable image devices (DOVIDs), polycarbonate is
unique in supporting highly fraud-resistant level-one security features; that
is to say those visible to the naked eye. These features, which are easily
authenticated by the relevant authorities, include
changeable laser images (CLIs), clear windows and irreversible laserengraved information personalization.

16

Moreover, polycarbonate’s durability allows for the production of
long-lifespan identity documents, which can last for over ten years,

> WWW.AREEJ-GROUP.NET, Call 800 2733563

and it is available in a choice of interfaces including chipless, contact,
contactless and dual interfaces (whether with one shared or two distinct
microprocessors).
Polycarbonate has won the trust of governments around the world and
is used in the production of at least 14 national identity card programs,
ten national passport programs and 13 national driving licence programs.
In addition, the majority of national electronic identity cards deployed
worldwide, and all those currently in circulation in Europe, are made from
polycarbonate.
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Introduction
For centuries, paper was the material of choice when it came to producing identity documents. However, from the 1970s onwards,
plastic has gradually taken its place. Specially-designed plastics have emerged that enable the same quality of security-printing as that of
paper, but which are also more secure, more durable and more practical. One particular advantage of plastic cards is that they are able to
accommodate – and provide reliable and lasting protection for – the integrated microprocessor used in the most recent generations of
identity documents. Polycarbonate has been used in identity documents for more than twenty years now, and the wealth of experience
accumulated, lessons learned and consequent improvements made over that period have made it the most suitable plastic for the purpose.

Polycarbonate: Unique Physical And Optical Properties.
Polycarbonate is a type of thermoplastic with excellent moulding and thermoforming properties. It is exceptionally robust and is used to
make bulletproof glass. Its optical properties are excellent as its percentage light transmission stands at 90%, higher than that for many
traditional glasses. Polycarbonate is employed for a variety of purposes, including the manufacture of indestructible eyeglasses and
protecting the surfaces of DVDs. In terms of identity documents, polycarbonate makes it possible to incorporate a significant number of
additional security features, including CLIs; clear-windows-transparent windows inside the card body similar in effect to watermarks on
banknotes; and positive and negative embossing, which are used for tactile recognition. One property unique to polycarbonate is that it is
non-delaminable. It is impossible to separate layers of polycarbonate that have been fused together using temperature and pressure, rather
than glue. During lamination, the constituent.

A Tamper-Proof Structure
A polycarbonate identity document, such as an ID card, is created by fusing together multiple layers of polycarbonate in a glue-free process,
using temperature and pressure.
Each layer has a specific role:
•
The central layer is generally opaque and white. It can house an antenna toenable contactless reading of an electronic chip.
•
Intermediate layers carry the security imprint and specific security features, such as holograms and screen-printed OVIs.
•
A carbon-enriched intermediate layer supports laser-personalization.
•
The outer layer bears the tactile embossing and the CLI.
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Molecules in polycarbonate layers fuse together to form a homogeneous mass. The result is a single, solid card body. In identity documents,
this solid card body serves to trap, and thus protect, all security features printed or positioned on its various constituent layers.
It should, however, be noted that only documents made entirely from polycarbonate are non- delaminable. Hybrid documents – those
made from a mixture of polycarbonate and other plastics – do not share this property.
Polycarbonate documents contain special layers of carbon-enriched polycarbonate. When these layers are exposed to a laser beam, the
carbon reacts to form a permanent black mark, trapped inside the material. Even at temperatures as low as -100°C or as high as +135°C,
polycarbonate conserves its physical and optical properties, making it ideally suited to the normal conditions of use of identity documents.

DOVID

Laser engraving

Carbon
enriched
transparent
PC for laser
engraving

CLI

White PC

Clear window

Front side printing

Transparent
PC

Transparent PC
Back side printing
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A polycarbonate electronic identity card can be contact,
contactless or dual-interface – functioning in both contact
and contactless mode. Dual-interface cards may have a single
shared microprocessor, or one separate microprocessor
for each interface. The security and durability of the
polycarbonate card body are not dependent on the electronic
system. All security imprints and security features are
embedded and protected within the solid, polycarbonate card
body, formed by the fusion of layers. Any attempt to tamper
with the document will leave clearly visible marks. ImagePerf/
TLI is a repetition of the photograph as a perforated image and
patented by Advanced Governments . Introduced in 2001; it
is used in 13 documents in 9 countries, by Advanced solution
providers.
The OVD is inserted under the top foil and therefore
protected against abrasion and integrated with personal data
and security design.
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Why PC??
1. Strong Level-One
Security Features
Polycarbonate identity documents
support all traditional security
features, including guilloches,
rainbow printing, screen-printing,
OVIs, transparent and metallic
holograms, ultraviolet inks and
taggants.
The first differentiator for
polycarbonate is that all these
security features are protected
inside a single solid block.
The second difference is that
polycarbonate allows exclusive,
difficult to counterfeit level-one
security features.
The main security features
exclusive to polycarbonate are
as below: Laser engraving of
personalized features renders
a precise, bold and irreversible
mark.

2. Easily
Authenticated
Border control authorities can
easily check the authenticity of
polycarbonate documents, thanks
to the level-one security features
exclusive to this material.
Often, the procedure is as follows:
firstly, the person checking the
document
determines whether it has the
requisite textured areas simply by
handling it. They
then check the changeable laser
image in order to determine
whether the
document has been tampered with
or not. Any attempt to tamper with
polycarbonate identity documents
leaves detectable traces.

corresponding polycarbonate
documents have the same validity
period. Polycarbonate documents
excel in extreme physical and
chemical lab tests, but, more
importantly, they stand up very
well to normal, intensive, and even
excessive use in real-life situations.

4. Flexible Issuance
Procedure
The issuance procedure for
polycarbonate cards renders any
counterfeiting extremely difficult,
due to the considerable expertise
and know-how required to
personalize the card. First of all,
special laser-engraving equipment
– rare on the market – is required
for personalization, and secondly,
highly-qualified specialists
are required to operate such
equipment.
Personalization by laser engraving
is particularly well-suited to a
centralized issuing model, using
high-speed equipment with
powerful lasers. Desktop laserengraving equipment may be
used to issue documents locally,
either in place of a centralized
issuing system or in addition to
it in a mixed model scenario. A
mixed model is used for Swedish
passports, which are centrally
issued, but at some ports and
airports it is possible to obtain
an “express” passport that is
personalized by laser engraving,
like the standard-issue document.
The issuance procedure does not
involve contact
or complex mechanical operations.
It is therefore reliable and does
not require the use of costly
and environment unfriendly
consumables.

3. Durable

5. Neutral
Environmental Impact

Since 1989, numerous
polycarbonate identity documents
have been introduced,
even in the most extreme climatic
conditions, such as in the cold
Scandinavian climate of Finland,
the tropical climates of Singapore
and the arid conditions of
Tunisia.

The environmental impact of
polycarbonate is neutral. It
is made from hydrocarbons,
principally via the input of energy
and carefully controlled chemical
additives. The current production
process generates no dangerous
residue. At the end of use for
the polycarbonate product, its
combustion releases most of the
energy used in its manufacturing.
Combustion of polycarbonate
produces carbon dioxide and
water, and no toxic gases are
generated. Furthermore, the
polycarbonate personalization
process relies mainly on energy
from the laser beam and does
not require consumables that
generate waste.

Whatever the weather,
polycarbonate identity documents
have been proven to have
a lifespan comfortably in excess
of 10 years. For example, under
current Finnish legislation, the
Finnish driving license first issued
in 1989, is valid until the driver
reaches a minimum age of 70, and

6. Competitive Cost
The cost of an identity document
must be assessed over the whole
of its lifetime, from production
of the blank document to
personalization for issue, and right
up to destruction at the end of the
product’s life. Granted, a blank
polycarbonate document can cost
more to produce than documents
made from other materials, but
this is because of the complex
glue-free lamination process
using heat and pressure, essential
to guarantee the high level of
security offered.
However, the centralized
personalization process using
laser beams and no
additional materials is particularly
cost-effective,

making polycarbonate solutions
more competitive when it comes
to processing significant volumes.
Furthermore, polycarbonate’s
exceptional durability allows for
longer re-issuance cycles (e.g. 10
vs. 5 years) and also minimizes the
risk of premature wear.
To be truly comprehensive, the
assessment must also take into
account costs
ensuing from fraud. It is difficult
to establish accurate simulations
and estimates, but
the enhanced security provided
by polycarbonate undoubtedly
offers significant savings in this
area.

Is It Practical??
1. Solid Experience
The Finnish driving licence was the
first polycarbonate ID document,
issued in 1989. The Finnish passport
was the first polycarbonate passport,
issued in 1997. The Finnish national
ID card was the first polycarbonate
electronic national identity card,
issued in 1998. Since then, many
other countries have adopted
polycarbonate material for their
national identity documents:
• Worldwide, around ten countries
issue passports with polycarbonate
data pages.
• As many as thirteen European
countries issue polycarbonate driving
licences.

• Some fourteen countries
worldwide issue polycarbonate
national identity cards.
• All electronic national identity
cards issued in Europe today are
made from polycarbonate.

2. Example Of A
Polycarbonate
Identity Document
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Since December 2007, Sweden has
been issuing polycarbonate driving
licences with:
Security printing including rainbow
and OVI
• Positive and negative surface
embossing
• Latent relief surface image
• CLI
• Sealys transparent window
• Transparent DOVID

Conclusion
Polycarbonate identity documents are secure and reliable. Their quality resides
in the exceptional optical and physical properties of polycarbonate. They are
nondelaminable, and their personalization by laser engraving is irreversible.
They incorporate easy-to-authenticate level-one security features.
The security industry is constantly engaged in research and development
activities aimed at developing new and innovative security features using
polycarbonate. Most new-generation identity documents, particularly driving
licenses and electronic national identity cards, now use polycarbonate.
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ID CARD PRINTERS

DataCard Embosser CE840
Single-pass printing, encoding,
embossing and indent printing.
High-quality instant issuance.
Create the ideal system,
flexible integration and software options.
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DataCard CD800 MultiHopper
ID Card Printer

DataCard CD800 Card Printer with
Lamination

With the Datacard CD800 MultiHopper,
you receive the same technology as
the CD800 with a 6 card input hopper.
The CD 800 Multi-Hopper desktop card
printer issues high volumes of vibrant
ID cards faster and more efficiently with
Datacard exclusive technology.

Print vibrant cards with high-resolution,
edge-to-edge printing. Encode smart
chips, magnetic stripes to meet the
needs of your existing service and
security infrastructure.

DataCard CD800 Simplex

DataCard CD800 Duplex

The CD800 card printer revolutionizes
high-quality printing with the industry’s
first print resolution of 300 x 1200 dpi.
Fine text, complex two-byte characters
and 2D bar codes print as sharp and
legible as they appear on-screen.

The CD800 card printer outperforms
the fastest card printers in its class so
you can issue ID cards more efficiently
and without hassle. Produce cards as
quickly as you need them with print
speeds of up to 220 full-color.

BERKENZ Laser printer
Smallest and lightest class in the industry. CLS 20 is a Desktop Laser Marker
for ID card that is the most suitable for
distributed issuing application. There is
a higher demand on anti-counterfeit
technology for ID card security.

HIGH QUALITY
PRINTERS FROM

DATACARD
> WWW.AREEJ-GROUP.NET, Call 800 2733563
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Supplies & Samples
PVC cards, magnetic cards, proximity cards,
metalic color cards, cleaning kit and punching
machine.

21

Designing software
A specialty Portuguese company
focused on ID card software and
comprised a highly qualified
and dedicated team with a
successful track record
in relevant fields like
Identification &
Security.
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Registration Phases
The registration process of card issuance is divided to several stages that can be
summarized as follows:

First: Verification

The officer in charge examines papers and documents required for the registration and verifies
data entered within current system such as one available in the Ministry of Interior or similar
ministries.

Second: Registration
The officer in charge registers biometric data of a citizen such as his/her photo, his/
her electronic signature, and his/her fingerprints. He also photocopies old documents
belonging to the citizen in order to save them in the system.

Third: Final Verification

At this stage, the entered data will be compared with old databases, archive and papers
submitted by the applicant.

Fourth: Issuance of Card

Following approval given on the final verification basis, a card is issued and handed to the citizen
through mentioned centers or sent to the workplace if the citizen requests so.
22
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Card Properties
The card properties are summarized as two main schemes that can be developed or modified in case of any
innovative idea.

First Scheme

Advanced printing security properties are represented as follows:
1. Special gradient color patterns
2. Water-proof photo
3. Special laser cover
4. Changing thin lines
5. Special horizontal lines
6. Ultra-violet ink
7. Precise writing
8. Hidden writing

Second Criterion

Electronic Chip: All available data about the citizen are entered into encrypted chip and divided into two types:
1. Confidential data be accessible only through special security agencies.
2. Free data accessible to all in order to be used in general procedures such as the name, nationality, address,
blood type and emergency contacts.

WWW.AREEJ-GROUP.NET, Call 800 2733563
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To understand the full idea of the project, it is necessary to look into
the main objective summarized in the following axes:
First Axis: Providing the citizen with
identification material
24

The government is seeking to identify every citizen
located in its territories at any time by documenting
his/her data and his/her biological properties in the
population database. Provided technologies in this
matter are determined as follows:
1. Providing the citizen with a smart card to be carried
by him/her permanently.
2. Providing the citizen with biological data like his/
her fingerprint printed on the card.
3. Providing the citizen with personal data such as a
password making theft of the card for impersonation
useless.
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Second Criterion: Providing the official
Second Axis: Providing the State
Departments with investigation material
This enables government to identify the citizen when
needed and document his ID by comparing his data
and biological properties with properties located in
the census database or with the card itself. Provided
technologies are determined as follows:
1. Providing official bodies with software to read data
inside the card.
2. Linking official bodies with the Card Data Center to
verify validity of entered data.
3. Updating information in some official bodies
through connecting these authorities with the Card
Data Center.
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knowledge
Station

Reliable, affordable and efficient!

We are proud to launch new concept of knowledge station in our stores, as part of our commitment to our customer maintaing
5 star services for all our esteemed customers. Simply, the knowledge station provides unlimited technical support free of cost
to all our customers, that will cut cost of installation in your premises depending on the concept of DO IT YOUR SELF. This
concept is reliable, affordable and efficient to get the technical advisor in the showroom, available all the time to train and solve
all your questions and problems, Spend a lot of time talking to customers face to face.
You’d be amazed how many companies don’t listen to their customers.
Our qualified technicians involved in all details to solve customer problems The goal as a company is to have customer service
that is not just the best but legendary.

WWW.AREEJ-GROUP.NET, Call 800 2733563
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The Company provides the following services as part of the system, provided that the previous
steps are completed:

1.
Linking the cards with all attendance devices, and entrance control systems inside ministries and governmental bodies. This
allows the ministry to remotely track its employees in all provinces.

2.
Linking the governmental bodies and institutions electronically with the ID system; this allows the government to track the
citizen so as to ensure credibility and development in decision-making, etc.

3.
Linking academic authorities with the ID system electronically; this allows the automatic updating of the citizen’s academic
qualifications in the ID, along with easily accessing his/her academic and professional history without the need to conduct
complicated routine procedures.

4.
Unifying the citizen’s cards like his/her employee card, driving license, social security and retirement cards; this step organizes
work and costs less to the individual and to the society, in addition to reducing the quantity of the required supporting
documents.

5.
Developing work in order to be able to use electronic gates at airports. Electronic procedures reflecting the civilized
development in the country make work at airports easier.

6.
Using the smart card for shopping and paying money electronically are very important security factors that help determine the
citizen’s sources of funding and disbursement locations, in addition to limiting thefts.

> WWW.AREEJ-GROUP.NET, Call 800 2733563
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7.
From economic point of view, the card can be
considered as one of the most important helpful
factors in determining citizen’s material weaknesses,
and studying methods that should be taken to help
citizen economically.
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>

8.
Linking tax department and disciplinary institutions
and fines to the card; this helps in deducting fines
and taxes directly without having to go through
complicated procedures of the old system.

>

9.

Publishing this system on websites and allowing the
citizen to check employment applications, and update
his/her own private data like his/her telephone
number and home address.

WWW.AREEJ-GROUP.NET, Call 800 2733563
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-

Cost-effective entrance management solution with high reliability

-

Rustproof and durable mechanical equipment

-

Semi-automatic or full-automatic boom

TS-100, TS-100A: Tripod turnstile
TS-101, TS-101A: Tripod turnstile intergrated with RFID reader and controller
TS-102, TS-102A: Tripod turstile intergrated with both fingerprint and RFID reader and controller

Product Name

TS-100 | TS-100A

TS-101 | TS-101 A

TS-102 | TS-102 A

Dimensio n

450L *280W *1000H(mm )

450L *280W *1000H(mm )

450L *280 W*1000H(mm )

Net weight

35KG

36KG

36KG

Packing
Dimension

520L * 350 W*1070H(mm )

520L * 350 W*1070H(mm )

520L * 350 W*1070H(mm )

Grossweight
weigh t
Gross

45KG

46KG

46KG

Boom

Semi-automatic| Full-automati c

Semi-automatic| Full-automati c

Semi-automatic | Full-automatic

Pictur e

> WWW.AREEJ-GROUP.NET, Call 800 2733563
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TS-200, TS-200A: Tripod turstile

>

TS-201, TS-201A: Tripod turstile integrated with RFID
TS-200, TS-200A: Tripod turstile
reader and controller
TS-202, TS-202A: Tripod turstile integrated with both fingerprint
TS-201, TS-201A: Tripod turstile
andand
RFID
reader and controller
intergrated with RFID reader
controller

>
TS-202, TS-202A: Tripod turstile
intergrated with both fingerprint and RFID
reader & controller
29

Product Name

TS-200 | TS-200A

TS-201 | TS-201 A

TS-202 | TS-202 A

Dimensio n

1200L *280W *990H(mm )

1200L *280W *990H(mm )

1200L *280 W*990H(mm )

Net weight

45KG

46KG

46KG

Packing
Dimension

1280L * 390 W*1060H(mm)

1280L * 390W *1060H(mm )

1280L * 390W *1060H(mm)

Grossweight
weigh t
Gross

58KG

59KG

59KG

Boom

Semi-automatic| Full-automati c

Semi-automatic| Full-automati c

Semi-automatic | Full-automatic

Pictur e
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>
Areej Securtech Group manufactured a state of the art customized a special Smart
Inspection Table for Dubai Customs which will be used by Dubai Airports.

> WWW.AREEJ-GROUP.NET, Call 800 2733563
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Customized

Kiosk

>

Ticketing kiosk

>

Information kiosk

>

Checkout <<Supermarkets>>

>

Check-in <<Airlines>>
31

Options
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

TFT LCD Touch screen or Tablet
Thermal printer, ID card printer or A4 printer
RFID, Barcode, Magnetic strip, Fingerprint or Smartcard.
Cash recycling module
Internal/External sound system
Information screens
Company Ads. layout
Metal, steel finishing, water proof
Wire and wireless network

Cash
Module

Recycling

WWW.AREEJ-GROUP.NET, Call 800 2733563
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Business
Partner

Mezory CCTV solutions
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Datacard
Datacard Group (established 1969) is one of the largest global
providers of secure identification and card issuance solutions.
Its customers, including banks, service bureaus, government
agencies, corporations and other organizations, issue over 10
million cards every day.

Motorolla
Motorola exists to invent, build and deliver the best products
on the planet, improving the lives of millions of people. For the
past 80 years, our engineers have thrived on invention and
on finding new ways to solve problems. We continue to look
for new opportunities to change people’s lives for the better
through the magic of mobility.

Honey Well
Honeywell invents and manufactures technologies to
address some of the world’s toughest challenges initiated by
revolutionary macrotrends in science, technology and society.
A Fortune 100 company, we create solutions to improve the
quality of life of people around the globe: generating clean,
healthy energy – and using it more efficiently. Increasing our
safety and security.

> WWW.AREEJ-GROUP.NET, Call 800 2733563

Mezory USA
This company is considered one of the most important
companies with a long and prestigious profile in providing
high quality innovative products and a distinguished customer
service. It has become even more famous since it entered
the Middle East markets and is constantly seeking to win the
customers’ satisfaction.
Since 2007, the company has begun providing its own security
management products in the Middle East in order to be able
to supply its customers with a unique range of surveillance
and security solutions. Thousands of companies are currently
benefiting from the services offered by Mezory as the number
of its customers in the Middle East region in 2012 alone
exceeded 1,500.
Mezory is an international pioneer in the field of the
development, design and manufacturing of security and video
systems, including fixed high-definition cameras, integrated
systems of surveillance cameras, specialized alarm devices in
security sites and other automated and sensor systems for
buildings even in complete darkness. Moreover, this company
offers innovative solutions to use and exploit existing networks
in order to provide new and interesting security solutions that
boost the security equipment efficiency, along with the highlysecured residential projects and night vision imaging systems
with high quality pictures and zooming possibilities.
All Mezory products support the basic and most comprehensive
requirements in the video security industry. Moreover,
this company committed itself to providing free of charge
technical support via sales channels and established a number
of training programs for its customers, especially in the Middle
East region.
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DGlogek for POS
Solutions
ZKeco hotel system Solutions
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DGlogek UK
DGlogek is one of the pioneering companies in providing
solutions used in retail stores and restaurants. Among the
most important solutions provided by this company are the
collection of data and POS and retail trading services.
This company provides integrated solutions due to its long
history in creating barcode scanners, POS devices, and data
collection instruments. This company offers one of the most
important electronic sales systems and fulfills its changing
requirements according to the business type. Going beyond
the clients’ expectations in terms of the services quality
is one of the most important reasons for the company’s
expansion, other than the series of high-performance
products and solutions in this industry.
The high trust of companies around the world in the
company’s products is one of the most important motives to
provide reliable solutions, which, in turn, increases ability of
the company to assist in operating this system in an efficient,
coordinated and permanent manner.

ZKeco

Security and Time Managements Solutions

ZK is a pioneer company in the industry of fingerprint scanners
that monitor entries, record attendance times as well as operating
applications making it the prime choice among the users of original
and high quality equipment.
This company depends greatly on research and development in
the manufacture of its products, and provides a lot of many design
solutions in addition to a grea t number of other kinds of solutions.
It has more than 3,000 employees and seeks to produce high
efficiency equipment for visual verification of identity. Moreover,
ZK is well known for having the industry’s fastest production
lines. It registered a patented biometric matching algorithm used
currently by more than 180 million persons around the world,
making this system the fastest matching method in the world. Easy
handling and lower cost are the most distinguishing characteristics
of these devices. ZK Company holds today more than 80% of the
market share in China and more than 50% in the regions of Asia and
the Pacific.

AXIS

Golden Gate

Axis is the market leader in network video and driving force
behind the shift from analog to digital video surveillance,
which paves a way for more secure, smarter and safer
world. Axis offers network video solutions for professional
installations featuring products and solutions that are based
on innovative and open technical platforms

The use of surveillance camera systems can alert you before
threatening situations worsen, as well as provide you with
important record of events. Monitoring your store or business can
be invaluable, in identifying and apprehending thieves and vandals.

WWW.AREEJ-GROUP.NET, Call 800 2733563
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Roads &
Transportation Controlor/Inspection

The roads and transportation solutions are the world’s most important solutions on the world
trade level; all the security and economic problems can therefore be solved.

The Company provides many basic solutions in the roads and transportation field, among most important is the integrated traffic system,
which is considered one of the most essential work pillars applied regularly in more than five countries in the Middle East and Africa
regions. This whole system was completely equipped with software solutions, printers and systematic work plans. The Company’s
accumulated experiences transformed the system into an integrated instrument that can be easily applied in many other countries and
upgraded to keep up with the latest inventions.

Its major features are:
1. Possibility of linking and integrating this system into other data
provided by other sources such as nationality and civil status
departments to unify personal data, and into customs entry points
to unify vehicles data. This allows reciprocal benefitting from
information and reduces double entry of data.
2. Systems are based on the structure of application service
provider in accordance with the most advanced software
development techniques using open source programming
languages operating on Oracle databases. This facilitates linking,
installation and operating from several locations inside the
country.
3. Possibility of linking and integrating the system’s data into
courts systems in traffic cases and fines collection.
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4. Possibility of linking the system electronically to the Financial
Department of the Ministry of Interior in collection of legal fees
related to all applications and financial matters.
5. Possibility of linking systems to machines producing vehicles
registration plates, which enables the Ministry to control
mechanism and numbering of vehicles registration plates’
issuance.
6. Possibility of linking systems to printers of vehicles registration
licenses and driving licenses.
7. Possibility of completing application forms and accelerating
registration and driving licenses applications electronically via
concerned government website.
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Electronic Integrated Traffic Systems Include the Following Main Sections:
1. System Management
2. Driver’s Examination System
3. Driver’s License System
4. Vehicle’s License System
5. Violations Follow-up System
6. Statistic Reports and Graphics

35
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Control Room
Model/ Proof Of Concept
demonstrated in Areej
Showrooms

> WWW.AREEJ-GROUP.NET, Call 800 2733563
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Barcode
Devices

BEST-SELLING
PRINTER

HEAVY MACHINERY
STICKERS
Card printers are used to
print heavy machinery data
due to durability of these
cards, that can be difficult to
remove.

BUSINESS
CARDS

Printer 2844 is the best-selling
printer in the market today due
to its high performance and
reliability needed for important
applications. Moreover, it is one
of the most important desktop
printers because it is easily used
and its inks easily installed. The
printer operates thermally by
using special ink and can print on
paper and plastic stickers.

Zebra Company
launched
high
quality
thin
cards to meet
the
increased
demand
for
b u s i n e s s
identification
cards. This abovementioned
company offers
also wristband
printers
with
a
multi-color
stripe
box,
which provides a
comprehensive
solution
to
printing
on
wristbands used
in
hospitals
and
children’s
entertainment
places.

PLASTIC CARDS
Plastic cards have nowadays
multiple applications such
as insurance card, etc. The
most important reasons
of
increasing
demand
for this card are its easy
portability, huge capacity
of storing information and
durability. The Company
provides several kinds of
cards, which are PVC cards,
magnetic strip cards and
smart cards.
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Also, the Company sells wrist band
printers with multi-color box for
providing comprehensive solution
to wrist bands needed for hospitals
and children’s entertainment.

ID CARD PRINTERS
Card printers provide an improved
better quality of protection and a
greater and increased productivity.
Further, our printers today provide
effective performance and highquality printing at all times

HIGH-QUALITY, CREDIBILITY & CREATIVITY
Starting with the need for traditional compliant stickers and security
to solutions for development of businesses, which provide a great
return on investment, customers can rely on the Company to meet
their needs. All supplies have been developed to be specifically used
with barcode printers according to the highest standards ruling
stickers and receipts printing. Experiments were conducted in the
factory on all original products to achieve the best performance in
terms of reducing corrosion and damaging of printheads.

> WWW.AREEJ-GROUP.NET, Call 800 2733563

PORTABLE
PRINTERS
The Company offers a
wide range of portable
wireless printers that
instantly print stickers
and receipts in almost
all environments.
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Improving the Customer’s Business
Performance

DGlogek TP - 3060
Luxury stylish design, thermal receipt
printer of 260mm/sec speed is incredibly
reliable. Support a variety of barcodes
including QR code (2D barcode), with
MCBF rate of 70,000,000 lines works with
3” thermal paper, paper width 58mm or
80mm, Guillotine auto cutter standard
(1,500,000 cuts) combo ethernet & USB
interface.

Areej Group provides its assistance to companies in matters of
identifying, tracking and managing their assets, applications and
personnel through on demand professional digital printing and
solutions for efficient product identification for the purpose of winning
the trust of customers. The Group provides Zebra printers along with
solutions. In fact, more than 90% affiliated companies to Fortune 500
are using Zebra printers and accessories. Among the most important
markets of this printer are the transport, supply, manufacturing, retail
sale services and health care markets.

RIBBONS

SUPPLIES

SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS
The Group supplies all kinds
of specialized accessories for
stickers printing and stickers
to all kinds of businesses.

HIGH
PERFORMANCE
PRINTERS

The Group provides all
kinds of inks to many types
of card printers.
The
Company
provides special
colored inks for
card printers like
golden and silver
in addition to red,
green, blue and
white colors.
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DESKTOP
PRINTERS

THERMAL PAPER

High-performance
printers supplied by Zebra
meet the most pressing
needs and provide the
required durability and
reliability in important
applications used in many
factories,
distribution
centers
and
airports
around the world.

The
Company
provides
waterresistant
plastic
stickers,
organic
materials,
and
microorganisms,
along with the
compatible types
of ink.

Small-sized desktop printers
fit in narrow spaces and have a
reasonable cost. These printers
are easy to operate; this is why
they are efficient in small-sized
POS and gas stations.
The Company provides
many types of thermal
papers used at POS.

WWW.AREEJ-GROUP.NET, Call 800 2733563
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Garment store Model/
Proof Of Concept
demonstrated in Areej
Showrooms
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Supermarket/ Proof Of
Concept demonstrated
in Areej Showrooms
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Education is the basis of progress. This is why the Company gives great attention
to education. In this sector, the Company does not seek profit; instead it gives
priority to the beneficial work that enables educational institutions to work
effectively within the society.

Education Sector

SOLUTIONS
>
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Education is one of the most important civilized aspects in a country. In this regard, the Company spares no effort in
developing education systems in an efficient manner. In this framework, the Company provides many solutions like
central system for issuance of students, employees and academic staff cards which can be presented as follows:
1. Software for submission of applications via Internet and software for students and teaching staff registration
2. Software for constantly updating academic statuses
3. Plastic card printers
4. Devices for card reading, information update and money withdrawal and funds allocation
5. Software for issuing required reports at work
Effective Control Systems for the Academic Centers that are centrally monitored.

Centrally Monitored Efficient Surveillance System for Academic Centers. This system has the
following features:
1. High-resolution surveillance cameras
2. Subsidiary recording devices that can be accessed via Internet
3. Special software to control movement of cameras and filming times
4. Special alarm software in case of any unusual movement noticed in monitored areas

> WWW.AREEJ-GROUP.NET, Call 800 2733563
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Protection and
surveillance systems
via Internet for
examination halls
are easily operated
and provide accurate
results.
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Attendance control system within academic centers has the following features:
1. Clocking in and out devices operable with finger or face prints
2. Software for issuing accurate reports about employees’ clocking in and out
3. Software for issuing detailed personal reports
4. Possibility of reviewing reports via Internet
5. Linking all educational zones’ devices with the Ministry’s academic center

Restaurants and Cafeterias Work System within Ministries and Associated Institutions.
System has the following features:
1. Providing POS devices.
2. Providing sales software.
3. Providing theft detectors.

Connecting System of Students’ Cards with Restaurants and Cafeterias. It enables students to
make purchases using a card and has the following features:
1. Depositing money in the card to protect money from loss, damage and theft
2. Spending money within leisure institutions at schools or universities
3. Creating software for issuing reports about personal expenses and places where money was spent

WWW.AREEJ-GROUP.NET, Call 800 2733563
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Cash Registers and
Barcode Devices
provided by
DGlogek

D G LO G E K P S T 8 000
SER IE S
This device is manufactured
according to the highest international
standards; it suits five-star retail
stores and contains a thermal printer
for invoices with a wireless multidirection laser barcode scanner and
screen displaying prices (TFT).

D G LO G E K C R - 2 7 0 T
POS device with limited specifications
suiting simple enterprises such as
barbershops, cafeterias and groceries.

G O L DE N GATE
C A S H D R AWER
Y H - 405

This device contains account software that
displays total sales, sale details and lots of
statistics for the benefit of the business.
Device consists of a screen displaying
prices to customer with a thermal invoice
printer and cash drawer.

Cash drawer with lock and
key is fitted with excellent
security features to keep
cash safe. Device can be
connected to the POS or to
thermal invoice printer.

D G LO G E K LO G E K P S T 88 0 / I 7
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POS device with high specifications
suitable for all retail stores with touch
screen and 8-inch size screen displaying
prices to customers. It can be connected
to the price displayer, invoice printer and
barcode scanner.

D G LO G E K BAR CODE
S C N NER L S 20 40 B T

D G LO G E K C P D - 4 11 T / US B
Pole customer display with digital lights
(2*20 char.) and USB interface.

Laser Bluetooth barcode
scanner, 1-D up to 50 m.

D G LO G E K BAR CODE
S C AN NER L S 20 40
Manual 1-D laser barcode
scanner (setting model type).

> WWW.AREEJ-GROUP.NET, Call 800 2733563

D G LO G E K T P 30 20
Thermal receipt printer
with suitable auto-cutter
for retail stores and
restaurants. Device can be
linked to a network.
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TRAFFIC & TRANSPORT SYSTEMS
SOLUTIONS
All required security solutions for the transport sector: The
Company provides advanced solutions to solve many transport and
transportation problems.
Surveillance system inside public
transportation systems
The Company provides integrated solutions
for high-precision surveillance operations
in congested places such as train stations
and public transportation. Solutions come
as follows:
1. 40* high-resolution surveillance cameras
with automatic or manual movement
control
2. Night-vision cameras operated in
complete darkness up to zero lighting
degree
3. Ultra-red movement sensors

46

4. Permanent recording systems with the
possibility of auto monitoring in alarm cases
5. Surveillance devices linked to the
Internet allowing to register, film directly
and monitor from different locations.
6. Explosion and riot proof cameras
operating under hardest conditions
Advertisement System inside Stations
The Company provides on demand raster
display screens for internal environments
and other kinds of screens for external
environments in all sizes. These screens are
characterized by their high-resolution and
speed in changing contents due to the

> WWW.AREEJ-GROUP.NET, Call 800 2733563

fact that they run wirelessly which allow
total remote screen control.
The Company also provides steel-framed
colorful advertising screens displaying
many kinds of ads like videos and pictures
with high precision and 60-inches size.
Surveillance System and Control Rooms
The Company provides many services
specialized in establishing monitoring and
control rooms, starting from conducting
specialized security studies to setting
security plans and determining the required
tasks and their nature. This allows a
concerned body to make greater
use of the monitoring system.
Thus, the most important steps
for establishing control rooms are
as follow:
1. Setting a security plan
2. Studying size of the monitored
area
3. Establishing appropriate designs
for rooms
4. Equipping control rooms with
display equipment
5. Providing clocking in and out
equipment inside the rooms
6. Providing storage devices to
store data
Transport System using Cards and Ticket
Sales Points
The Company provides integrated solutions
for transport using cards, tickets sale
system and POS equipment:
1. Software for issuing transportation
cards
2. Entrance gates to trains and buses
3. Devices monitoring transportation
systems’ entries and exits
4. Devices controlling execution of
operations
5. Software for issuing statistic reports.

Best solutions
using the latest
advanced
technologies to
regulate traffic
movement for
the benefit of
society.
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TICKETS ISSUING SYSTEM
Electronic tickets system is one of the most important advanced systems and a major factor
in maintaining work efficiency and compliance with laws. It includes the following major
operations:

1.

Recording a violation on the spot:
This operation consists of retrieving
the violator’s details like his/her driving
license, ID or vehicle registration license,
then entering, checking and circulating
the violation. If driving license, vehicle or
property is suspended, they remain kept in
special places in order to be easily
retrieved later on.

2.

Recording a violation in abstentia: This
operation consists of retrieving vehicle’s
ownership details and entering related
violation by date, time and place and finally
circulating it.

3. Recording a radar or control camera
violation: This operation consists of
retrieving vehicle’s ownership details,
entering relevant violation by time, date,
film and picture numbers. The violation is
first verified then circulated.
Circulating violations on governorates
and concerned countries and monitoring
collection of due fines.

7.

Delivering seized objects: This
operation consists of checking that there
are no claims from other parties for the
same reason, issuing a letter of clearance
then delivering seized objects.

8.

Paying fines: In this operation, fines are
collected and receipts printed. Daily and
monthly statements may be printed and
data linked to financial departments inside
the government.
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Used Equipment:
1. Mobile entry devices
2. Mobile receipt printers
3. Fixed and mobile monitoring devices
4. Central devices located in head office
5. Control software systems
6. POS devices located inside the fines
collection department

4.

Protecting your
properties and
businesses is of
utmost importance.
Let us help you
achieve that.

5.

Recording traffic accidents and the
violations of accident instigators.

6. Issuing a clearance letter: This
operation consists of checking violations
and making sure that there is no violation
linked to the vehicle, driving license or
personal ID from the center, governorates
or concerned countries. At this point, a
letter of clearance is printed.
WWW.AREEJ-GROUP.NET, Call 800 2733563
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Everything related to the airport and its facilities
such as shops, restaurants, cafeterias or offices.

CCTV solutions in airport security systems

48

Airports solutions play a crucial role in airports in terms of
safety and security where thousands of passengers pass
daily. This is why security solutions in these important
locations where passengers get their first impression
of the visited country should not only be efficient from
the technical and functional point of view, but also from
aesthetic and leisure aspects. The more the volume of the
aviation movement increases, the more challenges facing
airport management and security increase. Our Company
responds to these challenges by continuously providing
most advanced protection requirements and systems of
monitoring entrances and sale outlets. Another important
aspect of the airport service is its work around the clock.
In order to serve millions of passengers day and night,
advanced and efficient solutions should be provided to
maintain good processing of operations, which in turn, calls
for exceptional requirements from all parties that offer
services and equipment to airports. Ensuring effective
support is also considered of paramount importance.
- Ticket Printers, Bag Stickers and Logistic Services.
The Company provides thermal printers that can print on
all kinds of tickets and on thermal stickers or use wax or
plastic inks. It can also print without connecting computers
directly to the printer.
- POS Devices
The Company provides a complete series of solutions
related to POS operations, barcode scanner and electronic
payment scanner as well as safe boxes. All above devices
can be provided by pioneering international factories that

> WWW.AREEJ-GROUP.NET, Call 800 2733563

are characterized by their accuracy and high quality. This
allows a user to achieve maximum benefit from after sales
services in a distinctive and high quality method.
- Advertisement Solutions inside Airports
The Company provides many advertising and promotion
solutions using several methods and specialized devices
to remotely control advertising screens. It also provides
many kinds of screens such as Dot Matrix LED screens
and HD colorful screens in all sizes, installation types and
frame colors.
- Solutions of Clocking in and out Devices
Time and attendance system is established to regulate
employees’ working hours, including their movements
during work, their holidays’ schedule, all kind of leaves,
exceptions, permits, number of working hours, delays
and other similar tasks. It operates through identifying
employee’s face or fingerprints, through cards or
passwords, with the possibility of connecting these devices
to work jointly, and adding, transferring or deleting the
required licenses.

MAGAZINE EDITION 151

- Mobile Card Reader
Mobile card reader provides an ideal
solution to many problems facing passengers
in airports. Using this device, important
technical and security information about the
passenger can be acquired and data can be
updated in a quick and efficient manner.

- Tracking System of Vehicles, Employees,
Packages and Equipment
Airport is equipped with all necessary devices
that allow tracking every movement inside
the airport, with the possibility of calculating
movement speed, distance covered and all
the vehicle’s details. This system can
also calculate rental times and fuel
quantity in a certain vehicle.

>
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Deployed efforts to preserve safety
and security of passengers and airport
personnel and cargo facilities are enormous.
Moreover, airport authorities are trying in
every available and possible way to assume
their responsibilities to keep up with their
counterparts in other major international
airports. Protecting cards from forgery and
manipulation

WWW.AREEJ-GROUP.NET, Call 800 2733563
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CCTV CAMERA
By Mezory USA

MZ-INIP-5225
Full HD Megapixel Camera H.264 Real
Time Streaming, 1/3” Panasonic sensor,
2.2 Mega pixel, 32 X digital zoom, Dual
Compression H.264 & MJPEG, 30 fps
@20100x1108, 1 Audio Input, 1 Audio
Output, WDR, Privacy Zone, Motion
zones, OSD, E-mail, Notification Service,
Web viewer and DDNS

MZ-INBH-5554
1/3” Sony super HAD CCD sensor, 550TVLines, Lens Mount C/CS Mount, Minimum
Illumination 0.03 Lux, Bulit –in function
Dip Switch, iris control ELC/ALC, ATW,
FLK, BLC, AGC, SN 48dB and DC12V
500mAp

MZ-OBH-4552
1/3” Sony Super HAD CCD sensor, NCS DSP
Chipset, 550TVL, 4.3MM Fixed IRIS lens,
24IR LED, Waterproof, IP67 and Night vision
distance 10m
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MZ-INBZ37H-5604
1/4” Sony super HAD CCD sensor, 600TV
Lines High resolution, 37X Optical Zoom
f=3.5~129.5mm, OSD, 8 privacy zone, 3D
motion adoptive DNR, WDR performance,
Camera ID, Remote control

MZ-INBD-5604

MZ-SD37-8551

1/4” Sony super HAD CCD sensor, 600TV
Lines,37X Optical Zoom f=3.5~129.5mm,
OSD, 8 privacy zone, 3D motion adoptive
WDR , Camera ID and Remote control

Outdoor Vandal Weatherproof 37X Speed
Dome Camera with Sony 1/4” interline transfer
IT CCD sensor, auto release IR cut filter with
day/night modes. Lens size of (3.5 ~ 129.5) mm/
F-stop=1.6 ~3.9 with auto focus auto/manual
iris. 37X optical zoom.

MZ-OBH-7552

MZ-OVBH-7602

MZ-OVBH-8552

1/3” Sony Super HAD CCD sensor, NCS
DSP Chipset, 550TVL, 6MM Fixed IRIS
Board Lens, 55 IR LED

1/3” Sony Super HAD CCD, 600TVLines
High horizontal, Resolution, Built-in
DC Iris f=6~50mm Vari-focal Len, IR
LED 65 pcs of 850nm, Night vision
distance 100m, WDR

1/3”
Sony
Super
HAD
CCD
sensor,550TVL,6~50mm DC Varifocal Auto
IRISLens,Motion Detection, Privazy Zone,
16 Super IR LED,Waterproof, Night vision
distance 100m

> WWW.AREEJ-GROUP.NET, Call 800 2733563
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CCTV CAMERA
By Mezory USA

01

02

03

MZ-DH-4354

MZ-IRDH-6604

MZ-IRVNVDH-4604

Dome Camera, 1/3” Interline Transfer
Sony CCD, 350TVL, 3.6 mm , ATW,
3-Axis.

IR Dome Camera, 1/3” Interline
Transfer Sony Super, HAD CCD ,
600TVL, 3.6 mm , D&N, 30 IR .

IR Vandal proof dome camera , 1/3”
Sony Super HAD CCD sensor, 600TVL
High Resolution, 2.8~12 mm DC Auto
iris lens (32x Digital Zoom), 30IR LEDs

04

05

06
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MZ-DV-2412I
MZ-ODRM-7604

MZ-SDRM-7604

Sony 1/3” Super HAD color CCD,
600TVL, Built-in H.264 Micro Recorder,
Smart
Memory
CCTV
Camera,
f=4.0~9.0mm DC Auto Iris Lens

Sony 1/3” Super HAD color CCD,
600TVL,
Built-in H.264 Micro
Recorder, Smart Memory CCTV
Camera, f=4.0~9.0mm DC Auto Iris
Lens

07

08

8CH D1 DVR, 4ch audio input, Video
compression H.264, 240fps/Display,
120fps/Recording, LAN, 2X USB
2.0, VGA, S-video, Alarm, motion
detection, Smart Phone viewer,
SATA II HDD, e-SATA, approximately
2000 hours, Quadplex, MAC client
software.

09

MZ-DV-4848I

CAR DVR

MZ-OVNHZ37-PT10552

Portable digital recorder that can be
installed inside buses and cars.

Mobile camera with the zooming-in
option, capacity of x 37.

16 CH Real time FULL D1 DVR,16 CH
Video, 16 CH Audio, 16 loop CH, 4CH
spot output, H.264, Display/Record
480 fps/480 fps, HDMI video output,
LAN, 4X USB output, VGA, S-video,
Smart Phone viewer for iPhone &
An¬droid, 16ch

WWW.AREEJ-GROUP.NET, Call 800 2733563
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CCTV IP CAMERA
By Mezory USA

MZND-6030

MZND-6070

MZND-6070V

New model MZND-6030 comes with
1/2.8” 2 Megapixel Sony CMOS Sensor,
Auto Focus Vary Focal Lens , Dual Codec
(H.264, MJPEG) , Full HD Real Time at
1080p, Multiple Profile Streaming, Video
Analytics (Tampering, Trip-Zone)

2 MP Vary-Focal IP Dome Camera, Auto
Focus 2.8~12mm Vary-Focal Lens , Dual
Codec (H.264, MJPEG) , Full HD Real Time
at 1080p, Multiple Profile Streaming,
Video Analytics (Tampering, Trip-Zone)

2 MP Vandal Vary-Focal IP Dome Camera
1/2.8” 2 Megapixel Sony CMOS Sensor ,Auto
Focus Vary-Focal 2.8~12mm Lens, Dual
Codec (H.264, MJPEG), Full HD Real Time at
1080p, Multiple Profile Streaming .
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MZNU-6030

MZ-INBD-5604

MZNP-6100

2 MP IP Bullet Camera

1/4” Sony suoer HAD CCD sensor, 600TV
Lines, 37X Optical Zoom f=3.5~129.5mm,
OSD, 8 privacy zone, 3D motion adoptive
WDR , Camera ID, Remote control

10X IP PTZ Camera 10X Optical zoom
& 32X digital zoom, 1/2.8” 2 Mega
progressive CMOS image sensor, High
Definition Resolution (1920 x 1080p @
30fps).

1/2.8” 2 Megapixel Sony CMOS Sensor,
Dual Codec (H.264, MJPEG), Full HD Real
Time at 1080p, Multiple Profile Streaming,
Video Analytics (Tampering, Trip-Zone)

MZNP-6200

MZRN-0490FP NVR

MZRN-0890FP NVR

20X HD IP PTZ Camera 20X Optical
zoom & 12X digital zoom, 1/2.8” 2 Mega
progressive CMOS image sensor, High
Definition Resolution (1920 x 1080p
@ 30fps), H.264, MJPEG Compression
and Dual Streaming, WDR, Day &
Night (ICR) , ONVIF Support, IP 67
Waterproof and Vandal Proof

4CH Full HD NVR 4CH Stand Alone
NVR , Real Time Recording & Display@
1080P, High Network Bandwidth
Throughput, H.264 video compression
records, Recording: 16Mbps 120ips
@ Full HD, Storage Capacity up to
18TB SATAx2+eSATAx1, Built-In POE
Switch, Plug & Play.

8CH Full HD NVR 8CH Stand Alone NVR,
High Network Bandwidth Throughput, H.264
video compression records, Storage Capacity
up to 18TB SATAx2+eSATAx1, Built-In POE
Switch, Plug & Play, ONVIF Support and
Remote Access via Smartphone apps

> WWW.AREEJ-GROUP.NET, Call 800 2733563
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CCTV HD-SDI CAMERA
By Mezory USA

01

02

03

MZSD-6030

MZSD-6070

MZSD-6070V

2 MP HD-SDI Fixed Dome Camera

2 MP HD-SDI Vary-Focal Dome
Camera 1/3” Panasonic 2.1Mega
CMOS Sensor, Real WDR 30p with
100m Support, Full HD 1080P
resolution, 30p & 60p switchable from
DSP, Various setting parameters, 3D
Digital Noise Reduction.

2 MP HD-SDI Vary-Focal Outdoor
Dome Camera 1/3” Panasonic 2.1
Mega CMOS Sensor, Real WDR 30p
with 100m Support, Full HD 1080P
resolution, 30p & 60p switchable from
DSP, Various setting parameters.

1/3” Panasonic 2.1Mega CMOS Sensor,
Real WDR 30p with 100m Support,
Full HD 1080P resolution, 30p &
60p switchable from DSP, Various
setting parameters, 3D Digital Noise
Reduction.

04

05

06
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MZSU-4030

MZSU-5030

MZSU-6070

1 MP HD-SDI Bullet Camera

1.3 MP HD-SDI Bullet Camera

1/2.9” 1.0 Mega Digital Image Sensor,
HD 1.0 Mega pixel resolution, 30p
& 60p switchable from DSP, Various
setting parameters, DNR (Digital
Noise Reduction), IR LEDs 24ea and
True Day/Night with ICR

1/2.9” 1.3 Mega Digital Image Sensor,
HD 1.3 Mega pixel resolution, 30p
& 60p switchable from DSP, Various
setting parameters, DNR (Digital Noise
Reduction).

2 MP HD-SDI Vary-Focal Outdoor
Dome Camera 1/3” Panasonic
2.1Mega CMOS Sensor, Real WDR
30p with 100m Support, Full HD
1080P resolution, 30p & 60p
switchable from DSP, Various setting
parameters

07

08

09

MZSP-6100

MZSP-6200

MZRS-0490FC

10X HD-SDI PTZ Camera

20X HD-SDI PTZ Camera

4CH Real Time Full HD-SDI DVR

10X Auto Focus Optical Zoom &
32X Digital Zoom, High Definition
Resolution 1920 x 1080p@30fps,
Raw Data Transmission Up to 200m,
Mechanical IR Cut Filter For True

20X Auto Focus Optical Zoom &
12X Digital Zoom, High Definition
Resolution 1920 x 1080p@30fps,
Raw Data Transmission Up to 200m,
Mechanical IR Cut Filter For True

Day/Night.

Day/Night.

HD-SDI 4CH (1080p/1080i/720p),
High resolution recording up to
1080P (1920*1080), H.264 video
compression records, 120fps@1080p
recording frame. , 300m on RG59
cable, 400m on Belden 1694A cable.

WWW.AREEJ-GROUP.NET, Call 800 2733563
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Surveillance System
O
C
Surveillance cameras, recording systems and remote
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sensing devices are provided by the American
Company Mezory.

Queue system

Queue Organization and Enquiry
Devices
Devices regulating flow of clients, accompanying
work screens, alarms and call screens are provided
by the Chinese Company Golden Gate.

BARCODE

Barcode Solutions
Barcode systems and barcode printers are provided
by the American Company Zebra and Japanese
Company Citizen.

> WWW.AREEJ-GROUP.NET, Call 800 2733563
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Access & Attendance Device
Entrance and exit control devices, clocking in and out
devices, identifying biometric prints; door control
devices and electronic locks are provided by the
Chinese Company ZK.
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POS SYSTEM

POS Devices and Shop
Equipment
POS devices in shops, restaurants and hotels are
provided by the British Company DGLogek.

Plastic Card Printers
Card printing and production systems, forgery
protection software and ID card printers are
provided by the American companies Zebra, Fargo
and Datacard.

WWW.AREEJ-GROUP.NET, Call 800 2733563
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Components
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All kinds of batteries used in
biometric devices are operable
in case of power failure for a
period two to three hours.

4

Electronic and Magnetic Doors
Opening Point
Any kind of door can be
opened without touching it.
All you need is to pass your
hand near the opening point.
Receptionist can open it from
inside in case a visitor was not
recorded in the door opening
system.

2

UPS devices compatible with biometric print devices can be
connected between power source and biometric print device
to keep device working in case of power failure. The device also
contains an internal battery able to keep the device operable for
two or three hours.

Transmission boosting
devices are used to catch
up to one-meter signals
issued by RF cards. Signal
is directly received when
the employee approaches
device without removing
a card from his/her purse,
bag or pocket, which
facilitates attendance
recording operation.

Electronic and magnetic doors opening
point, Pressing button at the point opens
all kinds of doors. Receptionist can use
opening point from inside in case a visitor
was not recorded in the door opening
system.

5

Electric cylindrical locks: Due to its cylindrical lock system, door
is locked by a steel cylinder that is difficult to break and can
prevent breaking-in of the locked place.
These locks are appropriate to all glass, metal and wooden
doors.

Electromagnetic locks: These electrically powered locks create a
wide magnetic field through which the doors can be locked. Power
of this lock suitable to all glass, metal and wooden doors reaches
300-1200 kg.

> WWW.AREEJ-GROUP.NET, Call 800 2733563
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A wide collection of indoor and outdoor
camera stands made of metal and plastic
allowing the user to install cameras in any
location and direction are produced in
different lengths and sizes to meet user’s
needs.

9

18 channel electrical transformer, which can be connected to 18 cameras, provides it with
stable voltage and amperage. It is supplied with 18 fuses to protect cameras from damage
should there be any disruption in the power supply (12V/10A) and (12V/15A).

A wide collection of
lenses supplied by
international renowned
sources can be used with
both indoor and outdoor
cameras and cover
a distance up to 500
meters.

11

12

Signal transformers of surveillance cameras (Balun)
are used to transfer the camera signal into a digital
signal. The connection distance can be increased to
more than 1200 meters.

Electrical transformer operable with
4 cameras can be used instead of 4
individual transformers (12V/3A).

13
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10

A wide collection of connectors used to connect
cables to cameras is suitable for all kinds of
electrical and video cables made of copper and steel
materials.

Coaxial and DC cables is a new technology in
scientific cables that can be used to transfer
pictures and supply cameras with electricity.
These cables are available in high quality
and pure material that ensure a clean signal
transfer and electricity transfer to cameras
from one source.

14
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Retransfer printing technology offers high-quality and fast
printing. This advanced technology makes printing coherent and
covers all sides completely.

e
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Secured binding secures card completely
since it protects printed information on the
card and provides laser marks that cannot
be easily forged.
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GUILLOCHE PRINTING
Printing uncoordinated colorful lines

This method is one of the most important traditional features
that are still applicable to credit cards. It provides a high degree
of security and organization. Copying card becomes easier
by extracting card print while passing it under little pressure
between papers.

> WWW.AREEJ-GROUP.NET, Call 800 2733563
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Printing embossed and engraved figures on the card
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This type of lines provides card with
precise and unrefined design, which
makes forgery almost impossible. It is also
applicable to currencies, passports and
similar high-featured security documents.
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ELECTRONIC CHIP CARDS
Electronic chip built in the card contains personal data and can be
read automatically in identity verification and tracking software.
Some of these data may be coded so that only authorized bodies
can access it for the purpose of protecting data confidentiality.
This chip can store information reaching a maximum of 32
thousand letters.

MICRO LETTERS PRINTING
This technology makes forgery almost
impossible given that the features of this
kind of printing exceed currently used
standards in many card printers.
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MRP
The Manufacturer Part-Number (MRP)
known as an identity card number is
linked to the cardholder’s details in an
encrypted way through special formulas,
which allows verifying any forgery
in investigations requiring identity
verification. This figure consists of two
lines containing letters and figures
separated by distinctive signs such as the
following:

in
Print

PaIRQAMEER>>
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<KAMAL<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<
1<22334555IRQ7810118m11203048112233>>>>>>

es &

g Typ
PRINTING WITH ULTRAVIOLET INK
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Feat

Using this method, a lot of invisible information can be printed
on the card. Information becomes only visible when the card is
exposed to ultra-violet radiation. This method makes forgery very
difficult.
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Hotel Model/ Proof Of
Concept demonstrated in
Areej Showrooms

> WWW.AREEJ-GROUP.NET, Call 800 2733563
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One of the Company’s branches
located in Salahuddin Street,
Deira, Dubai, considered
to be one of the largest
showrooms owned by
the Company. Its
large area includes
an extensive
selection of all
our products
under the
same roof.

What is the most distinguished feature in Areej showrooms?
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All protection products, security solutions, POS outlets, affiliated and assisting software with their accessories are
available in one place. The Company provides to all its customers free training on products and usage method by
professional engineers. Moreover, we have after-sales service team which provides technical and technological support
to customers 24/7. We offer live operations of all electronic sets samples, along with explanation of operation properties and
specifications in a practical manner given that all devices and solutions are connected to each other. The client can actually
use these products and be sure of the quality, efficiency and its usage methods. The latter can also choose all complementing
accessories of these systems in a way that is compatible with the nature of concerned ministry or organization. On the other
hand, we work with our manufacturing partners on the development of products that are compatible with customer’s needs,
and we always look forward towards satisfying our clients through visits made by our engineers to verify quality and efficiency
of all products.

>

We have integrated program for training our teams of technicians, engineers and consultants in order to offer our customers
the best results. Apart from above, the Maintenance Center of Areej Company is considered one of the most important
maintenance centers in the Gulf region thanks to high qualifications of our professional engineers holding international
certificates from various international manufacturing companies in the field of repair and maintenance of all kinds of card
printers, control cameras, clocking in and out devices and POS devices. We give priority to providing the customer with
integrated service in terms of quality, price, warranty and after sales services for the purpose of making Areej Group a pioneer
in this field. Moreover, we provide all solutions suitable to small, medium and big infrastructure and construction projects. We
can assume too installation at site of all protection and security devices by trained staff at the Police Academy in Dubai for the
purpose of maintaining highest standards related to general safety and quality on the regional and international levels. The
gigantic projects performed by the Company in the UAE and Middle East countries constitute a wide database comprising
more than 5,000 customers, including ministries, official and semi-official bodies and companies which represent a home base
of Areej Group customers.

WWW.AREEJ-GROUP.NET, Call 800 2733563
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Luxury Showroom Services

62
The Group covers all security requirements related to highest
standards and latest and most advanced technologies in control
systems using smart digital cameras, remote-control cameras,
direct long-distance control systems, specialized systems in
the operation of issuing documents fitted with high features
that cannot be manipulated or forged, security stickers like
visa and protection stickers which cannot be manipulated or
detached, devices specialized in identifying face and fingers
biometric prints, special cards and employees clocking in and
out devices, as well as entrance control devices, movement
detection devices and cameras, security systems, installation
and maintenance services under supervision and authorization
of Dubai Police performed by special trained staff from Dubai
Police Academy.
Moreover, the Company provides security consultations
to ministries and departments involved in critical activities
concerning risks faced by these bodies, and how to manage a
quick response. On the other hand, success and distinguishment
of our services in providing, at a record level, solutions in a
scientific and practical manner during the past years were
one of the most important factors that helped building trust
between customers and the Company in many fields at the
level of public and private sectors in many countries where the
Group is continuously organizing training courses and sending
engineering staff to follow training courses in the security work
field in order to achieve high quality and precision in execution
reflecting customer’s satisfaction.
The Company also provides continuous training courses to its
entire staff under special supervision of Dubai Police Academy.
Furthermore, it offers hotline services allowing the customer
to call at any time should there be any breakdown in the system
operation. All the above make us feel proud of satisfying our
> WWW.AREEJ-GROUP.NET, Call 800 2733563

clients, and in turn convince us that customer’s satisfaction can
be fulfilled.
It is worth noting that the Company works as a key business
partner with Zebra, Motorola and Mezory companies and owns
branches in Iraq and the UAE.

Warranty

All Company’s products are covered with two-years warranty
minimum from the purchase date. The Company also provides
solutions that guarantee product’s protection for longer period.
All products that do not comply with specifications shall be
replaced immediately upon contacting the nearest center to
you. You can also contact a nearest distributor to ask for the
same service.

Quality

The Company adopts American standards in terms of product
quality. Moreover, it takes into account European specifications
and standards, particularly the ones concerning printers and
ink, and provides majority of security devices with manuals and
specifications in the Arabic language.

Areej Securtech is the biggest and first professional
luxury Retail security product in UAE, we have create the
first luxury retail security outlet where we have given an
unique experience to all our customer , where they will
enjoy excellent service and the best solution for them
requirement by one of our trained security consultant ,
as they will get the full benefits of our knowledge station
where they will get fully Info and training about how to use
and operate the product .

MAGAZINE EDITION 151
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(Quality, Warranty &Technical Support)
Our Company provides a range
of services related to sold and
installed devices. In order to
maintain quality of the company
equipped its personnel with the
latest advanced technologies to
serve its customers wherever
they are.
Due to the steady increase
of sales and growth of Areej
companies’ business in the
Middle East region, the Group
enforced
its
commitment
towards realizing its customers’
satisfaction through establishing
maintenance and training center
in the United Arab Emirates
in 2009 to train maintenance
engineers of its customers in the
region.
The Group considers it to be very important to provide appropriate support network to
facilitate its progressive growth. This new service reflects the Group’s confidence in its
business operations in the region and offers customers at the same time peace of mind through
providing best after-sales services.

Technical Support

The Group’s vision aims at exceeding clients’ expectations. It is manifested in the large offered
competitive value that includes comprehensive care during product’s warranty period, five
showrooms and enquiry centers created to provide clients with complete information about
its systems. These centers are characterized by their strategic locations in Dubai specialized
markets, and by their well-trained staff that can respond to all user’s enquiries.
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These centers also contain many operated sets on display so that
customers can try these devices and talk about technical problems in
a practical and efficient way.
Furthermore, the Company provides a maintenance center
and another one for receiving phone calls under supervision of
professional licensed engineers in order to provide fast technical
support to customers in addition to contracts and suitable
maintenance operations for one full year from the sale or service
date.
In addition to the afore-mentioned, the Company offers a range
of information and assistance files on the company’s website that
enables customers to benefit from information at any time.
The Group’s vision is thus expressed, that of always choosing the best
by providing an experience of real value to its customers backed by
the attention given by highly qualified working team.

WWW.AREEJ-GROUP.NET, Call 800 2733563
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Our
Management Team
Sadik N. Sadiq

“Corporate Development Director”
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Over 10 years we have built up a wealth of Security expertise,
primarily for in the Business security field, which we now plan
to “export” to other fields. The Middle East market volume
for Security applications is worth at least 30 billion dollars
. Only about 35% of this is connected to CCTV Security or
CCTV-related applications, around 20% is for Identification
,Access control with biometric Technology and POS solutions.
These are the areas where we have been active up to now.
We are currently developing a further area of the Security
market. The area of Self service terminals and Handheld
Mobile Applications is a relatively new business area in our
Business security division. The security market has further
potential which we are continually strategically evaluating
and assessing. geographically we extend the business in
the middle east in 2013 now we provide our service in 4
showrooms in dubai, one in Abudhabi and one in baghdad and
the plan of 2014 is to reach other ME countries like qatar,
oman and Saudi Arabia Future comes as standard - how will

> WWW.AREEJ-GROUP.NET, Call 800 2733563

we organize these areas for our customers and the company?
Provide Easy Security to Business has always been very
important for us. Training is therefore one of our main core
corporate values which are valid for the Areej group clients
and customers . The principle of Easy to feel secure is our
research and development work.
Every year, Areej Group invests approximately 4% of sales
in research and development, which is above the regional
average. Our R&D agenda includes the Quality, reduction
of complications and installation procedures and safety, new
environmentally‑friendly materials and modern design we
will not stop old technology equipments for SME business
security like the analog cctv solutions and the POS machines .
This technology will continue to play an important role in the
field of Business Security for many years to come and so it is
necessary and sensible to improve processes in the direction
of safety and security .
Sadik N. Sadiq
“Corporate Development Director”
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Eng. Taha N. Sadiq
“Regional Sales Director”

The UAE is ranked the 26th easiest place to do business
out of 185 countries worldwide on the World Bank’s Doing
Business 2013 report. It was rated the fifth for the ease of
trading across borders. The UAE also ranked first in the
region and fourth in the world in the Ease of Doing Business
Index by the IMF.
Dubai is the UAE’s business hub and one of the most
connected cities in the world. The UAE is actively engaged
around the world, trading with more than 220 countries and
territories.
It accounts for 1.3 per cent of global trade, a higher percentage
than much larger, more populous countries
Stability and security in Dubai have made it a “safe haven”
for investors amid the political turbulence gripping the Arab
world.
We at Areej group are committed to manifest the overall
business security and safe working environment vision of
which UAE has made a tangible and realistic fact for various

local and international businesses.
In line with the company’s vision statement, Areej Group
will deliver the highest value to its customers, suppliers,
employees and shareholders as a premier security and safety
solutions provider. Our services now are available to serve our
customer in Dubai, Abu Dhabi & Iraq as we are expecting high
growth on these markets due to high potential market needs
& security challenges in the region, The 21st century is sure to
bring more innovation, new services and newer technologies
and much more complicated business requirements, thus new
products and services to create. Areej will continue to shape
and lead the industry in which it chosen to be the best.
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Eng. Taha N. Sadiq
“Regional Sales Director ”
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Our
Management Team
Mr. Siddartha Ghosh
“Finance and Human Resouces ”
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Areej Group has blossomed into a global total-technology
solution provider in the fields of CCTV, Biometrics, ID Card
systems, POS and Security and Surveillance Equipment.
As Finance Controller responsible for all Finance and
Human Resources activities, it is the unstinted commitment
of our department to support the mission of Areej Group
by providing the most appropriate Finance and Human
Resources solutions and Value Added Services to meet and
strengthen the infrastructural requirements and prepare
the company for the challenges of tomorrow and keep
significantly ahead as a global leader.

Our department is responsible for overall financial and
human resources management comprising budgets, cash
flow management, inventory management, audit, financial
and management reporting, appropriate enterprise
resource planning system, disbursements, recruitment,
performance appraisals, adherence to dynamic policies and
procedures, reward management, etc.

Mr. Ghosh
“Finance & Human Resources”

“ For the merchant, even honesty is a financial
speculation.” Charles Baudelaire
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Rami Kabani

“Retail Sales Manager”

Mr. Rami Kabbani, Retail Sales Manager of Areej Group,
explained the difference between Areej Group and other
competitors in the field of supplying and installation of control
and protection devices, its accessories, and security solutions
for sensitive security areas, retail stores, hotel requirements
and electronic queuing systems:
Areej Group is the biggest company in the field of security
systems, security solutions and POS solutions in the Gulf
region, and the first company specialized in the same field that
includes a network of retail showrooms in the UAE and Iraq.
Areej Group’s showrooms are available in the most important

commercial and vital centers in the UAE, and are distributed in
different areas to extend our services to the largest possible
number of customers. We also have a working team consisting
of the best technicians, engineers and consultants dedicated
to provide the best solutions using the latest innovations in
science and modern technology. Further on, we provide our
customers with a wide and integrated range of products and
solutions that are compatible with the latest technologies in
the same field.
Rami Kabani
“Retail Sales Manager”

WWW.AREEJ-GROUP.NET, Call 800 2733563
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Access & attendance control devices using biometric instruments.
The fast development in this field made this system a necessity
to all pioneering companies and institutions in the evaluation,
enrichment and enhancement of the employees’ level at work.

This kind of evolution has addressed all the gaps and problems that employees experienced given that devices are currently
operating using many features like: biometric prints, magnetic cards, passwords, color screens, touch screens, integrated
cameras, connections to cable and wireless networks, availability of batteries and power conservation devices, possibility of
transferring data using a USB Flash Ram which can store more than 100 thousand movement… and have lots of other features
that made the use of these devices easier in order to meet all the demands of both public and private sectors.
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1

operable as one integrated unit

2

hotels. It is designed elegantly

3

The latest technology in

4

that can be installed on any

and produced with materials

biometrics devices with face

kind of doors.

kind of wooden or steel doors.

compliant to international

recognisation, FP, RF ID,

Doors are opened through

standards. This first class

color touch screen, wifi and

fingerprints and magnetic

hotel system also meets all the

GPRS tht will be the latest

cards. It is possible to record

requirements of the tourism

technology in that field.

movements and transfer them

sector.

Fingerprints and
Magnetic Card Door
Locks These locks are

to a computer though a USB.
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Hotel Lock System This
system suits all kinds of
small, medium and big

Attendance and
access door with face
recognisation device.

SC 700 Access door with
RFID. An elegant device
with color touch screen,

access door with RFID for all
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Access & Attendance
Devices

5

with possibility of printing

6

This device is the most

7

fingerprints, RF cards and

8

attendance receipts. This

comprehensive in terms of

passwords photographic

of hoteldoor lock system

added feature is one of the

available features: clocking in

features. This device is used in

and software that can cover

main priorities for many

and out, door opening using

offices and factories and can be

hardware and software.

companies. Device is equipped

fingerprints, RF cards and

installed in indoor and quasi-

with integrated printer that

passwords, and colored display

outdoor environments.

can print a receipt displaying

touch screen, WIFI, camera

employee’s details and arrival

and backup.

Attendance Device
using fingerprints, RF
cards and passwords,

Attendance and access
door using fingerprints,
RF cards and passwords.

Attendance and access
device with the feature
of opening doors using

Hotel door lock system.
As the hospitality
sector is growing very
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fast, we provide full solution

time; it represents additional
reference for employee and
company.
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Healthcare sector is currently facing many problems
including fragmented medical information distributed
on multiple information technology systems in various
institutions without general communication framework
between healthcare providers and their patients.
Based on our efforts to find effective solutions for this
problem, we decided to search for solutions in advanced
technology, like portable barcode scanners and wristband
printers to create integrated job unit between medical staff
and their patients in the effective way focusing on providing
complete information about the patient and medicines
prescribed to him. This system also allows to monitor critical
cases at all times through remote control, and to connect
all medical personnel so they can discuss patient’s medical
situation.
Advanced electronic healthcare solutions and integrated
services represent a significant factor in services provided
to patients and to medical insurance companies as well as
concerned official bodies.

Most important source of power in this system is providing doctors in different departments and institutions with the
opportunity to have access to patients’ complete data from different locations and systems. Electronic healthcare solutions
represent a quantum leap towards enhancing medical systems based on actual facts, which in turn will lead to healthcare quality,
improvement of productivity enhancement of lower costs, and reduce incidence of medical errors.

> WWW.AREEJ-GROUP.NET, Call 800 2733563
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Electronic healthcare solutions contribute in
facilitating operation of data collecting and
exchanging among large range of medical systems.

Sticker Printers
This kind of printers is used to print stickers of specimen
containers used in labs and medicines at drug stores.

Card Printers
These printers are used to print identification cards of
medical staff, and patient’s cards with possibility of entering
patient’s medical history in the card. This allows the latter to
benefit from information at all times.

Surveillance Cameras
This system is one of the most important systems that should
be available in hospitals to ensure procedures’ integrity and
credibility.
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Clocking In and Out Devices
These devices are used for the purpose of developing and
upgrading medical services; recording attendance registers
is one of the most helpful factors in identifying location of
medical staff within the hospital.

WWW.AREEJ-GROUP.NET, Call 800 2733563
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Oil

&G

as

80% of the world oil stocks is
found in the Middle East, and
around 62.5% of it is found
in five countries: Kingdom of
Saudi Arabia, United Arab
Emirates, Iraq, Kuwait and
Iran.
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Solutions to Oil Refineries and their Facilities
Oil and gas sector requires flexibility of safety, security and technology systems to support its central operations in a
better way, especially since its situation is degrading in currently emerging markets. Due to the increasing international
demand for hydrocarbons, we noticed pressure exercised on oil and gas industry companies pushing them to venture in
high-risk remote areas, where either infrastructure does not exist or is not sufficient to confront the present challenges
given that such levels of risk constitute an obstacle affecting business activities to a big extent, and prevent realization
of economic prosperity. Need for spreading safety, security and technological advanced systems in such environments with
need constant support has become a priority and essential condition to support operations and achieve prosperity. The most
important principle here is that technological device works correctly the first time and everytime.

>

Safety and security system should feature no-damage guarantee. In fact, criminal and political risks directed towards the
oil and gas infrastructure increased in the light of the international demand for hydrocarbonates; pipelines, shipping
plants, oil tankers, water channels and power supply stations to consumers have become all subject to the risk of
sabotage, theft and assault.
These cases are no longer representing weakness or failure since hydrocarbons fields are more than ever targeted
around the world. Technology today is no longer restricted to certain categories; it has become available to all
even to hostile groups. Furthermore, the latent power for sabotage, for example, or computer network spywares
supported by the government targeting essential points for oil and gas supply are becoming more and more
evident unless a constant and effective development strategy is adopted.
Within this challenging context, we have provided solutions of high accuracy to develop the available
traditional and administrative resources, in addition to our solutions, systems and experiences in integrated
systems and “ready to use” information technology and many other safety and security solutions and
systems.
Most important are the following:
- Planning and equipping monitoring and control centers
- Entry control system
- CCTV system
- APNR system
- Surveillance cameras using thermal filming
- UVSS system
- X-Ray scanning for high penetration vehicles and fragmentation rebound vehicles
- Manual explosive detector
- Parking lots monitoring system
- Smart identity card system
- Security operations training programs
- Follow-up systems of products, sales and external receipt and delivery
- Sticker printing systems for produced materials
- Advanced stock entry systems
- Long-range control systems
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Mall Digital
Display Screens

This screen allows owners of
shops or retail stores to market
their various products without
resorting to complicated digital
advertisement
systems
that
requires a lot of effort to prepare
and operate.
According to statement issued
by the manufacturing company,
this screen is characterized by
integration of its advantages and
its elegant design, which adds
to camera’s location a touch of
beauty and elegance.
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While setting the design of this screen, the Company took into consideration intensive use requirements through creating
appropriate ventilation in order to preserve a low temperature degree during the operation. Moreover, the integration of
the material components of this screen (or computer) with used software (or its operating system) guarantees the best
performance level.
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Data Entry Portable Devices
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POS and Barcode solutions
The Company provides portable scanners solutions used for data entry
like compact laptop supplied with a laser scanner that can be connected
to the network and many international systems, which makes it one of
the most important promising solutions in the market comparing to fixed
data collection devices and the high level of technology and mobile power
management.
Most important characteristic of laser scanner is its data safety, quick
response and multiple ways of communication with internal system. These
are common features of portable scanners, other than its permanent
operating, resistance to water and vibrations and high temperatures.
Internal design of this device is compatible with different applications
and requirements. It is capable of performing computer tasks in the
widest possible ranges of applications and data collecting, and provides
an outstanding and credible performance to a wide range of applications
Device can also be supplied with a camera to take pictures of printed
documents or film a specific event, which can help in taking the right
decision.

Most important applications that show high efficiency provided
by portable devices are
1. Applications for parcel delivery and receipt to implement
accountancy, field services and stock inventories
2. Applications for traffic violations and road accident
investigation
3. Restaurants applications
4. Hospitals and medical staff applications
5. Applications for maintenance of buildings and vehicles
6. Applications for identity card verification
7. Applications for retail stores and quick pricing solutions
8. Data collection applications

Moreover, these devices are fitted to operate with a big number of
applications related to retail sales, manufacturing, distribution and many
commercial and service tasks.
WWW.AREEJ-GROUP.NET, Call 800 2733563
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Activities and Exhibitions:
20-24 October 2013, Dubai

Gitex Technology week
19-21 January 2014, Dubai

Security & Safety

Intersec is a vital platform for all relevant areas of security, safety and fire
protection in one place at one time.

8-9 MAY 2013, USA, New York
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ASIS USA

19-21 November 2013, France, Paris

Secure Connexions Event
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GITEX TECHNOLOGY WEEK held in Dubai from 20 - 24 October 2013, is the Middle East, Africa and
South Asia’s largest, most specialised ICT trade event.
Now on its 33rd edition, GITEX features over 25,000 regional C-level executives and over 3,500 international
technology companies that, on average, secured business worth US$ 1.2 million per order in 2012.
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Subscribe to Areej Magazine
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are you safe?

....Mezory CCTV can answer !
AREEJ SECURTECH TRADING LLC/
Head Office
Dubai, Deira- Salah Al Din Road
TEL: +971 4 2650005
FAX: +971 4 2680900

AREEJ SECURTECH TRADING LLC/
Showroom
Dubai, Bur Dubai - Reffa Road
TEL : +971 4 3933515

AREEJ SECURTECH TRADING LLC/
Showroom
Dubai, Deira - Al Sabkha Road
TEL: +971 4 2994492

AREEJ SECURTECH TRADING LLC/
Showroom
Dubai, Bur Dubai, AL Ain Center
TEL: +971 4 3863063

AREEJ SECURTECH TRADING LLC/
Showroom
Dubai, Deira - Naif Road
TEL : +971 4 2324333

AREEJ SECURTECH TRADING LLC/
Showroom
Dubai, Deira - Salah Al Din Road
TEL: +971 4 2650004

AREEJ SECRTECH TRADING LLC/
Showroom
Abu Dhabi, U.A.E, Electra
Street,Opposite ADCB bank
TEL: +971 2 671 2752
FAX: +971 2 671 2751

AREEJ SECURTECH TRADING LLC/
Logistic
Warehouse Number E-9,
Industrial Area 18, Sharjah, UAE
TEL: +971 6 5453799
FAX: +971 6 5453729

© 2015 Areej Group , All rights reserved
Product or service names referenced in this catalog support notice are used for identification purposes only and may be trademarks of their
respective owners. www.areej-group.net
http://www.facebook.com/Areejgro
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